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Uneven economic and political freedom across subSaharan Africa speaks to the region’s diversity. Many
countries are experiencing an economic upswing, but
slow democratic development threatens greater and
sustained growth and improved quality of life for Africa’s
citizens.In other countries, existing democratic institutions
are threatened by economic uncertainty.
CIPE has worked with the private sector (especially micro,
small, and medium-sized enterprises) in Africa over the
last 30 years through business associations, think tanks,
women’s organizations, and youth-centered programs.
These partners work with CIPE to strengthen democracy
by engaging governments on transparency, the businessenabling environment, accountability, the rule of law,
and initiatives to combat corruption.
Through dialogue, collective action, and collaboration
with government and civil society, the private sector is
helping to build the institutions that will allow democracy
to flourish.
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TOP: CIPE’s Ethiopian partners represent all sizes of business; from small
scale agricultural produce to larger manufacturers.
BOTTOM: CIPE partners learn about training techniques during an
official visit with the Ethiopian Aviation Academy.

CIPE works with chambers of commerce and sectoral
associations around Ethiopia to help the country’s private
sector participate in democratic and economic policy
reform, through using public-private dialogue platforms
with the government at the national, regional, and city
level. CIPE also helps build the institutional capacity,
sustainability, and management skills of Ethiopia’s
business associations.
CIPE has worked with more than 50 membership-based
organizations in Ethiopia, starting in Oromia and Tigray
regions and expanding into South Region, Amhara, and
Harar. Recently, CIPE began work in the four remaining
regions of the country: Afar, Benishangul-Gumuz,
Gambela, and Somali to help chambers of commerce,
business associations, and women’s entrepreneurship
associations build their capacity to organize and
advocate. CIPE also works at the national level to provide
sustainable long-term business association management
training via the Ethiopian Chamber Academy.
With CIPE support, chambers of commerce and other
regional-level bodies have begun to undertake coalitionbuilding to address key priority issues with their regional
government.

PROGRAM RESULTS

& IMPACT

Photo: CIPE’s partners build an environment in which
Africa’s entrepreneurial spirits thrive.

CIPE’s work with local partners throughout Africa is having a strong
impact:
• In Ethiopia, CIPE’s support of local business coalitions led to
the first collective, coordinated approach to dialogue with
government on service delivery to address obstacles to business
and economic growth.
• In Zimbabwe, nearly 23,000 women in business are now
represented through a national coalition called the Women
Alliance of Business Associations of Zimbabwe (WABAZ).
WABAZ meets with government bodies and elected leaders to
advocate a better business environment for women.

ENTERPRISE ECOSYSTEMS

NIGERIA

Improving the Business Environment
through Collective Action Initiatives

LEFT: Members of the Enugu State Coalition of Business Associations discuss private-sector priorities at a CIPE workshop.
RIGHT: Participants at a gubernatorial debate hosted by the Plateau State Coalition of Business and Professional Associations.

In Nigeria, CIPE works with seven state-level coalitions of 150 business and professional associations in Enugu,
Nasarawa, Plateau, Benue, Kogi, Kwara, and Niger states. CIPE supports their efforts to advocate specific reforms
that will improve the business environment and make public officials more accountable. Through training, technical
assistance, and grants, CIPE has helped these coalitions to strengthen the voice of the private sector on key issues using
election debates, public campaigns, and public-private collaborations. Most recently, CIPE supported the development
of an eighth coalition representing women in business from across the country. This support has built the capacity of
the private sector to collectively advocate policy and regulatory reform and has strengthened the democratic process
by boosting private sector participation in governance.
CIPE takes a long-term approach to building sustainable private sector coalitions in Nigeria. First, CIPE identifies a
network of relevant state-level business and professional organizations and builds their capacity through workshops
and technical assistance. Next, CIPE supports key coalition activities and informs relevant members of the public
sector and the media on the role of business in a democratic society. Finally, CIPE provides advanced training and
support to coalitions focusing on sustainability and internal governance, and provides financial and technical support
to take on larger and more complex advocacy initiatives. The ultimate goal is to help the eight coalitions become the
institutionalized collective voice for the private sector in their respective jurisdictions.
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In Nigeria, CIPE support of business coalitions has led
to a better business-enabling environment. In Plateau
State, the coalition successfully advocated greater
security. Businesses are now able to stay open two hours
later. In Nasarawa, partners convinced the government
to allocate land in 31 development areas to grow a
more marketable crop. The Benue State coalition’s
roundtable on credit access led to the state government
re-activating the Small Scale Industries Credit Scheme,
which provides access to loans for small and medium
sized enterprises (SMEs). The Enugu coalition successfully
advocated the elimination of illegitimate fees for
business permits.
Also in Nigeria, CIPE partner the Lagos Chamber
of Commerce and Industry’s study and subsequent
advocacy campaign on corruption in two regulatory
agencies resulted in procedure changes in those bodies,
which significantly reduced incidences of corruption.
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In Senegal, CIPE partner the Union Nationale des
Commercants et Industriels du Senegal (UNACOIS)
successfully advocated the passage of a revised tax
code that included a series of provisions to better
integrate small businesses into the formal economy.
In Côte d’Ivoire, CIPE worked with seven business
associations to create a coalition to represent the needs
of small and medium businesses and advocate policy
and regulatory reforms to the government.
In Kenya, CIPE’s work with the private sector has led
to the passage of the first law promoting a supportive
business enabling environment for SMEs. CIPE-supported
business coalitions successfully advocated for local
policy and regulatory reforms on security, infrastructure
spending, and taxation. CIPE also helped start Kenya’s
first budget network to share best practices on increasing
public participation in the budget process.

CIPE PROGRAMMING IN AFRICA

CÔTE D’IVOIRE
Strengthening Small and Medium Enterprises for
Advocacy
ETHIOPIA
Strengthening the Capacity of Business
Associations
Ethiopian Chamber of Commerce and Sectoral
Associations
KENYA
Building the Capacity of the Kenya Chamber to
Engage in Tax Reform
Kenya National Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Promoting Transparency and Accountability in
County Government Budgets
Health Rights Advocacy Forum
Promoting Local Governance Reform III
Kenya Association of Manufacturers

NIGERIA
Strengthening Coalitions of Business and
Professional Associations
Strengthening Private Sector Particpation in
Elections
SENEGAL
Empowering Small and Medium Enterprises for
Reform II
Union Nationale des Commercants et industriels du
Senegal
UGANDA
Enhancing Youth Leadership
Uganda Manufacturers Association
ZIMBABWE
An Agenda for Economic Recovery

Strengthening the Voice of Micro and Small Scale
Entrepreneurs III
Kenya National Alliance of Street Vendors and
Informal Traders
LIBERIA
Strengthening the Coalition of Liberian Business
Associations

The Center for International Private Enterprise (CIPE) strengthens democracy around the globe through private enterprise and marketoriented reform. CIPE is one of the four core institutes of the National Endowment for Democracy and an affiliate of the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce. Since 1983, CIPE has worked with business leaders, policymakers, and civil society to build the institutions vital to a democratic
society. CIPE’s key program areas include enterprise ecosystems, business advocacy, democratic governance, and anti-corruption & ethics.
For more information, please contact CIPE at: africa@cipe.org
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